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Historically, city centers have been characterized by tremen
dous functional and socio-economic diversity. Until recently, 
much of this diversity was openly displayed at street level: to 
experience the street was to experience the city. The visibility 
of urban life and activity played a large part in creating the im
age of the city as an exciting, opportunity-filled place, an image 
that persisted well into this century and perhaps into the 
1950's. In the past few decades, however, the acceptance of the 
glass-box skyscraper, the fortress hotel, the enclosed shopping 
mall, and the massive convention center has led to the inter
nalization of activity and city streets which are all but devoid 
of life. The cityscape at street level tells us nothing-the 
pedestrian in the city experiences little more than block after 
block of blank, glassy walls and empty plazas. 

Even some of our most-praised urban beautification 
schemes, including efforts to create fountain-filled plazas and 
malls, have served only to make the city invisible and un
discoverable by encouraging lot assembly and, therefore, the 
elimination of small, marginal buildings. Urban designer Allan 
Jacobs depicted the impact of all this in a recent article entitled: 
''They're Locking the Doors to Downtown."1 The city, once the 
very symbol of diversity, has become a series of enclosed for-
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tresses, open only to a relatively narrow clientele for a rela
tively short time period and suitable for only a relatively nar
row range of activities. Yet, subjectively anyway, people seem 
to feel that good cities are those with lots of people on the 
streets, and the majority of planning reports and design pro

posals for downtowns claim to encourage such activity. 

Admittedly, some of the diminished street-level activity is 
simply a result of the changing nature and scale of urban 
activities-banks are now more important than lively food 
markets. To call for the return of the cobblers and peddlers of 
yesteryear would be wildly unrealistic; yet many of the more 
appropriate and reasonable activities of the city have had no 
choice but to decamp. The problem lies in the nature of the 
built environment. The urban landscape must be viewed as a 
container for the activities of the city. The buildings and the 
spaces that make up the urban fabric provide a set of 
parameters for location decisions which greatly complicate the 
study of patial arrangement and change. The city is not a 
two-dimensional plane upon which activities move according 
to spatial forces only, but rather it is a set of architectural 
spaces which may or may not be appropriate for a given func

tion. Most small, street-level activities cannot afford to build 
their own space; instead, they must rely on the existence of 
street-level doors in order to stay downtown. Those doors are 
rapidly disappearing. (Figure 1.) 

Downtown San Diego is typical of most American 
downtowns. Over the past few decades, a dozen or so office 
towers have been built while fewer and fewer people go 
downtown to browse or shop. Using the Polk Street Directory 
for 1927 (the first year activities were listed by address in San 
Diego), 1950, and 1979 (the last year before massive urban 
renewal destroyed much of the study area), I have mapped 
changes in the street-level diversity of the 45-block core of 
downtown San Diego. 

In 1927, the study area contained 1,494 street-level activities 
of a wide variety of types ranging from "general second hand 
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Figure 1. Skyscrapers in a park (San Diego) 
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stores" to "farm equipment." There was something for 
everyone: 17 print shops, 20 grocery stores, 15 candy and con
fectioneries, 10 musical instrument shops, 35 tailors, 114 cafes, 
45 barbers, and 16 auto repair shops. In 1950, there were still 
1,238 street-level activities; and while the number of tailors and 
cigar stores had diminished, card stores and liquor stores were 
booming. New activities were constantly moving in to take the 
places of old-fashioned and dying activities. The building stock 
changed little from 1927 to 1950. Three or four new office 
buildings were built, but few old buildings were torn down 
unless they were to be replaced by other structures. 

By 1979, the scene had changed drastically. Street-level ac
tivities had dwindled to 660, and of those, 45 were auto parks. 
Mapping these activities showed them to be concentrated on 
only two streets rather than spread evenly throughout the core. 
Indeed, the one downtown area with many street-level ac
tivities was lower Fifth A venue, a skid row in the process of 
becoming an historic district where the building stock remained 
relatively unchanged. Most downtown blocks contained only 
one or two street-level activities. 

In spite of the increasing prospect of urban renewal during 
the 1970's, the number of vacancies remained surprisingly 

Table 1 
Number and Type of Street-Level Activities, 1927-1979 

1927 1950 1979 
Residential I Hotel 242 117 43 
Manufacturing/Warehouse 59 40 22 
Transportation/Parking 56 61 94 
Retail/Wholesale 594 637 265 
Services 487 322 181 
Cultural/Entertainment 36 36 31 
Office Buildings 20 25 24 
Vacant 126 89 107 
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stable. The core of downtown San Diego was not characterized 
by a large number of vacant store fronts. Field investigation 
revealed that where street-level doors existed, there was street
level activity; the problem was that there were very few doors. 
Many blocks consisted of one or two large office buildings with 
one or two doors, each of which usually led to an empty lobby 
with a bank of elevators. By 1979, the downtown area was 
becoming devoid of nooks and crannies, that is the kinds of 
spaces that can incubate and nurture a variety of urban ac
tivities. In addition, the paucity of such spaces drove up the 
rents for the better ones still in existence and further diminished 
the variety of street-level activities. 

Some politicians and business people viewed the decline in 
street-level activity as a positive thing, since by the late. 1960's 
and early 1970's the downtown area was becoming over
supplied with adult bookstores, peep shows, and bars. It is un
wise, however, to attempt to curtail such activities by 
eliminating the possibility for any street-level activity at all, 
both now and in the future. Once a one-door office tower is 
built, the possibility of a variety of street-level activities 
locating on the street is usually precluded forever (or for the life 
of the building). There is simply no room at the inn for a vari
ety of activities which must find a small amount of space with a 
sufficient amount of foot traffic in order to survive. (Figure 2.) 

As a result of changes in the building stock, many American 
downtowns have simply become boring. Walking downtown 
provides the pedestrian with little stimulation-just blank 
walls decorated with an occasional planter. When walking 
downtown becomes a dreary experience, people refuse to do it. 
The distance from point A tb point B seems greater when there 
is nothing to do and little to see along the way. (Figure 3.) 

Some Suggestions for Changing Things 

Highly visible functional diversity is what gives downtowns 
a unique character and sense of place. This is what makes 
downtown different from a suburban shopping mall. Policies 
for encouraging rather than discouraging such variety are 
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Figure 2. Street-level doors are going fast. Area to be "renewed" (San 

Diego). 
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Figure 3. Fortess convention center (Louisville) 



needed. While it is unrealistic to expect that modern cities will 
ever approach the lively diversity of earlier cities, policy 
changes can be initiated that will help to maintain at least a 
minimum of street-level activity. The first, and perhaps the 
most obvious, policy change would be to discourage the con
struction of large, fortress-style buildings having a minimum 
number of street-level doors. In the past, most cities have en
couraged not only lot assembly for large buildings by awarding 
zoning bonuses but also have encouraged lot assembly for 
plazas and open space. The result is often aLe Corbusier city of 
"skyscrapers in a park." Small buildings providing a wide 
range of spaces and rents are torn down even when they are not 
located on space which is actually built upon. In the future, 
those constructing new buildings might be rewarded not for 
tearing down nearby older structures but rather for renovating 
them as symbiotic service buildings-cafes, clothing shops, 
printing establishments, etcetera. Open space would be en
couraged only at key spots so as to reduce the trend toward 
plaza redundancy. Zoning bonuses for street-level commercial 
activities could also be awarded (especially for those facing 
outward rather than inward toward a private atrium). 
Development rights transfers might also be utilized so that air 
rights over smaller, adjacent buildings could be transferred to a 
new tower and thus provide the best of both worlds. (Figure 4.) 

A second policy change would be aimed at broadening the 
concerns of historic preservation so as to consider function as 
well as form. In the past, a number of arguments have been 
used by advocates of preservation; but most of these 
arguments have been centered upon various aspects of ar
chitectural style and/or community history - built by a 
famous architect, unusually beautiful or picturesque, pleasant 
ambience, well-known and/or highly visible landmark, 
associated with some important personality or historical event, 
etcetera. Rarely has current function been considered. Indeed, 
it often is assumed that the function of an historic building will 
change after (and sometimes as a direct result of) designation. 
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Figure 4. Small buildings with lots of street-level activity act as "sym

biotic" service buildings for the new towers (San Francisco). 

Perhaps, if they provide space for a wide variety of street-level 
activities that would otherwise have to leave the area, 
buildings and even entire blocks of buildings should be 
designated as worthy of preservation efforts. Such buildings 
would provide small, inexpensive, street-oriented spaces 
exactly counter to the current trend. Criteria could include 
such things as number of street-level doors and flexibility for 
future conversion for a wide variety of uses. Sometimes, city 
authorities are anxious to get rid of such buildings since they 
may contain marginal or unsavory uses; but, as mentioned 
earlier, once such buildings are gone, they are gone forever. 
We cannot build new, small, inexpensive, marginal space 
downtown. Preservation designation could even be temporary, 
that is it might last as long as there is a demonstrated need for 
the kinds of activities which might feasibly contribute to the 
arra. Undesirable activities, however, should not be eliminated 
through the elimination of buildings except as a last resort. 
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Such functional preservation zones might be especially ap
propriate for areas in and around large redevelopment projects 
that are likely to be devoid of activity for several years. (Figure 
5.) 

By considering existing function as well as architectural form 
as a criterion for preservation, and by spreading preservation 
efforts over a wider area of the downtown, it might be possible 
to mitigate the image of preservation as something which en
courages a few, tightly-controlled, overly-cute, "quiche-and
spider plant" districts catering only to tourists. If preservation 
results in rents which are as high as those in new buildings, 
then the range of activities in historic districts will be com
parably narrow (increasingly chain restaurants and exotic 
boutiques). 

Third, cities could perpetuate and encourage the use of alleys 
as well as the backsides and service entrances of buildings for 
uses that are deemed inappropriate for the prestigious front 

Figure 5. Preservationists might seek to save buildings suitable for a vari
ety of street-level functions. 
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lobbies of new buildings. Cities are full of small, left-over 
spaces such as these; but they are often still used either for gar
bage cans or nothing. Downtown San Francisco has led the 
way in revitalizing such spaces with more than a dozen 
alleyways containing bookstores, restaurants, cardshops, and 
pubs. These spaces are often cozy and away from noisy, 
traffic-filled streets, thus providing the ambience of a 
pedestrian-scale city. Grady Clay has identified the existence of 
"venturis" in many cities-narrowly-channeled, intensive ac
tivity/information zones where important people know they 
will bump into other important people.2 Well designed 
alleyvvays often provide the perfect spot for "venturis," 
especially when restaurant-lined alleys exist in back of a row of 
prestigious office buildings. These kinds of activity zones are 
what good cities are all about; yet, since there have been few 
articulate spokesmen on behalf of alleys, they are often ac
cidentally destroyed in redevelopment projects. (Figure 6.) 

A fourth proposal for increasing the number and variety of 
street-level activities is to ease restrictions on the creation of 
genuine street activities-flower stalls, street musicians, pretzel 
vendors, outdoor cafes, and the like. In some downtowns, the 
number of street-level doors has diminished to the point that 
the only space left for activity is the sidewalk. In other cases, a 
few remaining doors can be made to serve large areas by ex
panding sidewalk cafes around them. Some object to such cafes 
on the grounds that they make crowded sidewalks more 
crowded by taking up valuable public space. European cities, 
however, have demonstrated that such "obstacles" draw 
pedestrians rather than discourage them. In any event, few 
American downtowns need be concerned about such crowds. 
Pedestrian flow, and even the creation of "venturis," can be en
couraged by locating sports arenas and cultural centers so as to 
be supported by door-rich, downtown districts. The symbiotic 
relationship which has developed between the Pioneer Square 
Historic District in Seattle and the nearby Kingdome sports 
arena is a case in point. 
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Figure 6. Alleys as "nooks and crannies" (San Francisco) 
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Figure 7. A lively Plaza is one which is surrounded by street-level com
mercial activity (Market Square, Pittsburgh). 

A fifth, and final proposal for the maintenance of downtown 
activity has to do with the preservation of peripheral, large 
"industrial-era" buildings as incubators for new downtown ac
tivity. Most American downtowns are surrounded by old fac
tory and warehouse structures that are no longer needed for 
their original uses. In tourist cities such as San Francisco, these 
buildings are often quickly converted to retail and service uses 
as in the case of Ghirardel�i Square and The Cannery. More 
typically, however, demand for such intensive rehabilitation 
does not exist. Still, these buildings can serve a useful purpose 
by preserving large amounts of cheap, downtown space 
available for activities which need a place to get started. Some 
of these activities become successful and later move to a more 
central downtown location (assuming some doors exist), while 
others fade away. If such activities must get started in another 
part of the city, however, they rarely move downtown. 

In San Diego, large industrial buildings have been and are 
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being used for a variety of increasingly uccessful activities 
from a farmers' market to antique warehouse . Large buildings 
can provide the mass threshold needed to attract people to the 

location. earby smaller buildings later develop symbiotic uses 
(sandwich shops, etcetera) and contribute to the life of the 
area. The art gallerie of New York's Soho District illustrate 
what can emerge from large amounts of downtown indu trial 
space. Yet, even as in the case of alleys, large numbers of these 
industrial structures in cities all across the country have been 
eliminated as "eyesores." 

Conclu ion 
Urban geography includes two equally important 

traditions-the study of landscape and urban morphology on 
the one hand, and the study of the spatial arrangement of ur
ban phenomena on the other. Often, however, these traditions 
of place and space are inadequately integrated. Geographer 
should be concerned with the relationship between mor

phologic change and changes in the spatial arrangement of ac
tivity. The gradual and difficult nature of morphologic change 

in the city makes it increasingly important that we learn to 
monitor such change o as to better understand the relationship 
between spatial decisions and the nature of the built environ
ment. In order to encourage not only variety but also flexibility 
in the urban landscape, change management policies should 
seek to provide as wide a range of opportunities as possible. 
Monitoring change in the number of street-level doors in rela
tion to changes in the number and variety of street-level ac
tivities provides an example of place/space integration. If the 
doors do not exist, the spatial decision options are limited. 
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